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Thornton Adobe Barn
Pratt County, Kansas

Description

The Thornton Adobe Barn is an adobe dairy bam with a corrugated metal-clad gambrel roof. The
barn was built by James Edward (Ed) Thornton and other members of the Isabel, Kansas, rural
community. In response to the materials shortages of World War II, the walls of the lower story are
constructed of adobe bricks covered on both the interior and the exterior with white stucco; the
exterior walls of the hayloft are reused corrugated metal. A recent restoration effort has preserved
the barn's unique adobe walls and rendered the barn weather-tight once again.
The rectangular footprint of the bam measures 40 feet by 24 feet, and is situated with the lengthwise
axis running east to west. The south elevation of the barn features, from west to east, a four pane
window, a four foot wide walk-in doorway with a gate constructed of wooden slats, a second four
pane window, and an eight foot wide sliding door covered with corrugated metal. All of the barn's
windows are set into pre-cast cement frames, and measure 24 inches by 16 inches. Between the
walk-in doorway and the second window, a section of the adobe has been left unstuccoed and is
framed and protected by glass.
The north elevation has one four pane window near the center of the facade and a four foot wide
board-and-batten door near the west end of the facade. On the west elevation, two four pane
windows penetrate the adobe wall, and centered above them, a four foot by four foot corrugated
metal door provides access to the loft level. The east elevation is accessed at the ground level by a
four foot walk-in doorway near the facade's north end and at the hayloft level by a four foot by four
foot corrugated metal door near the facade's south end.
The interior of the ground level is dominated by three rows of five stanchions for dairy cattle; the
ground level also features a four foot by seven foot grain bin. The pre,..castwindow casing on the
west-facing wall is inscribed "Aug. 1942," while the casing in the north-facing wall is inscribed with
the names of both Ed Thornton and Fred Westphal, a teenager who assisted Ed Thornton in the
construction of the bam. The hayloft, accessed from the interior of the barn via a wooden staircase in
the southwest comer, is open.
By 1999, some of the bam's protective stucco coat had fallen off, leaving adobe bricks exposed and
vulnerable. A group of concerned local citizens donated time and money to replace damaged bricks
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with those from another, more severely deteriorated, local adobe barn that had also been built by Ed
Thornton. No new adobe bricks were created for the restoration. All of the barn's original masonry
covering was removed and replaced. The windows were also replaced. This restoration, completed in
200 1, leaves the barn in excellent repair.
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Statement of Significance
The Thornton Adobe Barn (c. 1942) is historically significant under Criterion C as a rare and
excellently preserved example of adobe architecture in Kansas. The bam was built of adobe as a
result of the shortages experienced by Americans during World War II. The use of this locally
unusual building technique exemplifies the resourcefulness of those who remained on the home
front. It illustrates the ingenuity required of rural Kansans who were recovering from the Depression
and making do despite the domestic privations of wartime.
In January 1942, Franklin D. Roosevelt created the War Production Board (WPB), which was
responsible for directing the nation's industrial resources during World War II. The WPB
immediately began to issue orders that prohibited the production of many appliances and other
nonessential goods, and that persuaded companies to retool their factories for the manufacture of
munitions. In February 1942, the WPB issued Order L-41, also known as the building conservation
order, which limited farm construction to $1000 or less. This restriction, paired with the shortages of
materials that had been redirected to the war effort, obliged farmers to investigate the use of native
materials in constructing agricultural buildings.
In the early 1940s, Kansas farmers were also encouraged to consider adding or expanding dairy
operations on their farms. For instance, the federal Reconstruction Finance Corporation (RFC)
advertised a loan plan for dairy cattle. The RFC was a government agency created to stimulate
economic activity during the Depression by implementing loan programs. The effects of the
economic depression and devastating drought ofthe 1930s still lingered, and one of these effects was
the depletion of dairy stock on Midwestern farms.
These two circumstances encouraged James Edward (Ed) Thornton to construct an adobe bam to
house dairy cattle in 1942. With lumber, steel, and money in short supply, Ed Thornton turned to
native building materials. Adobe is one of the oldest building materials known to humankind. For
centuries, adobe bricks have been made of a mixture of earth and water and often straw or grass,
which helps the bricks to shrink evenly as they dry. Poured into a wooden form, this mixture is
allowed to bake in the sun.
According to Fred Westphal, who helped Ed Thornton construct his bam, "We would go to the low
part of a pasture where water would stand sometimes, [Mr. Thornton] would plow up a portion of
the grass and ground...and we would incorporate a little straw into it and he would disc this together
and we would haul water and put it on all this and then put it into a bunch of forms he had made.
Then, after blocks cured...the process would start again."l This process resulted in adobe bricks that
I Westphal, Fred. Letter to Della Thornton Thompson. 9 June 1999. Excerpted in draft nomination.
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were six inches tall, eight inches wide, and 18 inches long. These bricks were laid in header courses,
on a footing of cement blocks, to a height of seven feet.
The raising of Ed Thornton's barn, as is famously traditional in barn construction, was a community
affair. Several of his neighbors pitched in their time and energy to assist Mr. Thornton in building
his barn. Adobe became a locally popular building material during this time. A few of these
neighbors also had adobe structures built on their farms. Bruce Hiskett's adobe chicken house is no
longer extant; two walls of Harvey Dalbow's barn have been replaced by pole barn construction.
The reminiscences of local people indicate that other area farmers also had barns built of adobe. Ed
Thornton's farmstead alone eventually included a round adobe brooder house and an adobe shop
building, neither of which are still in existence.
The barn now stands on lands owned by the Kansas Department of Wildlife and Parks known as the
Isabel Wetlands. The barn is currently open to the public. Inside, visitors will find a display of
photographs and newspaper articles detailing the restoration process and the barn's history.
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Verbal Boundary Description

The nominated property is located on the W Yzof the NW ~ of the SW ~ of the SW ~ of Section
28, in the vicinity of Isabel, Pratt County, Kansas, on a one acre tract of land. The acreage is
bounded
on the west by a county road and to the north, east and south by the original farmland.
c.
Boundary Justification

The nominated property stands on a portion of the land historically associated with the James
Edward Thornton farmstead.
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